
       Manual or electric
There are two options to choose between for the lift feature. The electric motor 
is suitable for lifting larger weight effortlessly while the manual hydraulic lift 
is a hassle-free solution that doesn’t require access to an electrical outlet for 
charging. 
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       Construction
Simplicity and flexibility have been the keywords used throughout our product 
development which has resulted in a stable and versatile underframe.   
The Flipper PRO allows the user to be lowered down close to floor level which 
allows for an increased potential to active participation in daily life.
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       Flipper Pro Flex - med utomhusmöjligheter
Flipper Pro Flex is a frame to provide an opportunity for both indoor and  
outdoor use. Choose between 12’’or 16’’driving wheels where the latter comes 
as standard. The frame is also equipped with a tilt function trough a gas 
piston. Available in electric or manual performance.
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       Tilt in space
Unique for Zitzi Flipper PRO is its “tilt in space” feature, allowing the seat to 
be tilted without compromising the balance and stability between the seat and 
underframe. This way the center of gravity is only minimally altered as opposed 
to when using a conventional tilt. 
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Unique for Zitzi Flipper PRO is its tilt in space 
feature, allowing the seat to be tilted without 
compromising the balance and stability between 
the seat and underframe. 

Sizes
Edition
Max user weight
Tilt

Flipper PRO Snabbfakta

57

2

1

3

High-low
A possibility to get very close 
to the floor/ground

Handle
To make transportation and tilt easier

Zitzi Flipper Pro
Manual or electric

Tilt in space
Increases the weight distribution

Stable
Firm construction
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Zitzi Flipper Pro Flex
Indoor / Outdoor

Height adjustment
Wheels, standard
Min seat height
Max seat height

Yes
125 mm
23 cm
61 cm

3 st
El / Manual
75 kg
30°


